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Last Western News features
1984 Presidential Scholars
This special issue of Western News
features the Presidential
Scholars award
winners and President Bernhard's address
to them last Thursday. It is the last issue
for winter semester.
Western News will
resume publishing, in its spring and summer format, on Thursday,
May 3, for
which the deadline is noon Tuesday, May

1.

Board of Trustees to meet
Room-and-board
rates for 1984-85, the
appointment
of two academic department
chairper on and tenure recommendations
for 20 faculty members are included on the
tentative
agenda
for the next regular
meeting of the Board of Trustees at 9:30
a. m. Friday in the University
Student
Center.
Retirements, the monthly gift-and-grant
report and a resolution for a change of investment adviser also are expected to be
considered
by the Board.
Information
items on the agenda include Board committee reports, a report on Western's Center
for Human Services and public comments.

Commencement is Saturday
A total of 1,869 undergraduate
and
graduate
degrees will be awarded
by
Western during commencement exercises at
2 p.m. Saturday in Read Fieldhouse. Three
honorary doctor of laws degrees also will
be presented,
along
with 'the WMU
Distinguished Service award.

Orientation sessions set
Two general employee orientation
session remain concerning the new performance review program covering all regular,
non-bargaining
unit University employees
to begin this spring. They will be from 1:30
to 3:30 p.m. today in 2304 Sangren Hall;
and from 3 to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday, May
2, in 2302 Sangren
Hall.
All nonbargaining unit employees are encouraged
to attend one of the sessions.

Bernhard to be awarded
Nazareth honorary degree
President
Bernhard
will receive an
honorary
doctorate
of arts, letters and
humanities and will deliver the 1984 commencement address at
azareth College's
graduation
exercises at 2 p.m. Saturday,
April 28, in the Walnut Room at the college.

Jobs__

-

This listing below is currently
being
posted by the University Personnel Department for regular full-time or part-time
employees. Applicants should submit a job
opportunities
application
during
the
posting period.
S-Ol and S-02 clerical positions are not
required to be posted. Interested University
employees may register in the Personnel
Office for assistance in securing the e positions.
(R) As t. Director, Upward Bound, P-03,
Special Programs, 84-147, 4/18-4/24/84.

News Hotline 383·6171
Sports line 383·GOlD

TEl-U383·1444
Information Center 383·0040

'The Vital Balance'
In an address last week, President Bernhard urged this
year's Presidential Scholars to be 'the vanguard defending
the Vital Balance' between passion and intellect.
Ladies and gentlemen,
and the most honored
of all
tonight-the
Presidential Scholars of 1984! Permit me to extend
my personal congratulations
to you for being selected, by your
respective departments, as Western's outstanding student scholars.
Bravo! You certainly deserve the recognition of the entire University community. And I would like to add my plaudits to our three
faculty colleagues who have just been recognized by President
Hartenstein as Faculty Scholars of the year. We are proud of their
achievements!
Tonight I ask you to concentrate your attention on the liberties
which you, as students, enjoy in an academic setting. Certainly,
higher education
must stoutly defend the freedom to which
you-and
the faculty-are
entitled. But how can institutions of
higher education maintain their freedom, and also contribute to
the liberty of all? This is a particularly serious question in today's
environment
where many special interest and action groups demand that universities take stands on a wide variety of social,
economic
and political issues-a
spectrum
from "Save the
Whales" to "Nuclear Freeze Now."
True, "the ivory tower" is an outmoded figure. In fact, the
university has never been completely isolated socially. The membrane separating the institution from its environment has always
been a more or less permeable one. But the boundary between the
university
and its surroundings
has become increasingly
iIIdefined, and there is constant interchange between them. The relaionship is now so intimate, in fact, that the university may be in
danger of losing its essential character and of becoming the pawn
in a bitter struggle for power among social, economic and political
forces 'which would capture and use it to their own ends.

"Certainly, higher education'must stoutly defend
the freedom to which you-and the faculty-are
entitled. But how can institutions of higher
education maintain their freedom, and also contribute to the liberty of all?"
That the university has an obligation for public service is no
longer in question. The points at issue are the ways in which it is
appropriate
for the university to serve society. The most controversial issue is whether the college or university should serve as
an instrument of direct social action.
In a famous report issued by the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, entitled "The University at the Service
of Society," two diametrically opposed positions with respect to
the University as an agent of social change were identified. One extreme was stated as follows:
" ... the university ... should abjure any conception of itself
as an activist shaper of the larger society."
The opposite position was described this way:
" ... among all institutions in the nation, the university has the
greatest responsibility to be a shaper of the society."
At stake in the resolution of these two positions is the conception and maintenance of the university's essential purpose. Roger
Heyns, former chancellor
at the University of California
at
Berkeley, once declared that the primary purpose of the university
is intellectual-"
... intellectual pursuits and intellectual discourse
are, above all others ... the values of a university." He went on to
say that the function of the university is to develop new truth and
that" ... intellectual discourse is preferred over action generated
in moments of passion."
This does not mean, presumably,
that the university should
always look inward, that its teaching and research should be irrelevant to the social problems, dislocations, conflicts, and confusion
of the world around it. Samuel B. Gould, former president of the
State University of New York, once asserted that, on the contrary,
by its very nature the university must examine and question the
status quo, comment freely on its shortcomings, and explore alternatives fOJ<social action. But it does not necessarily follow that the
university qua university should mount a direct campaign to
change
the social order-that
it should
march
into the
marketplace,
into the ghetto, or into the governmental
arena at
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the head of the political and social forces dedicated to reform. The
rational position is that institutionally
the university should make
its impact on social conditions indirectly.
The institution works indirectly, first of all, by making the
results of scholarship and research freely available to individuals
and organizations
engaged in a wide variety of social, cultural,
economic and political activities. Second, the university will
change society through individuals rather than through corporate
action. Quoting once again from the Carnegie Foundation report:
"Out from its citadel will go educated men and women with a passion to remake the world. From it will emanate ideas and
knowledge that will be revolutionary in their impact. This will be
public service in its truest form."

"Is not the problem we face that of submitting
emotion to reason and of coupling intellectual
solutions with feeling and commitment? Is this
not the Vital Balance?"
Associated with the position that the university should serve
society indirectly is the attitude that the institution itself should be
nonpartisan
on public issues. For example, I think it would be
completely inappropriate
for the university, as a university, to
state a preference for any presidential candidate this year. That
seems to obvious, but I think it needs to be clearly stated.
Perhaps the crucial test of the appropriateness
of such action is
whether or not its effect will be to discourage or engender student
and faculty dissent, to stimulate or to inhibit unprejudiced
investigation of public issues; in a word, to enhance rather than to
erode intellectual freedom in the university. If faculty members are
to remain free to investigate any subject, and to express freely the
results of their research or reflection, the institution itself must remain neutral.
Of course, some activists allege that an institution which is
aloof and intellectual rather than committed and passionate will
have a very negative impact on the country's festering sores that
cry out for human compassion, righteous indignation, retribution,
repudiation, or destruction of the status quo, and forthright social
reconstruction.
Poverty,
discrimination,
injustice,
denial of
freedom and human dignity, and immoral warfare, they say, demand action, not scholarly detachment. They assert that to change
these conditions demands a crusade, not a trip to the library. They

want to find the scholar on the street, not in his/her study.

"Is there a touchstone by which the university's
essential character, its unsurrenderabl~ value, and
the conditions and limits of its implication in
social reform be tested? I think there is. I suggest
that it is the maintenance of intellectual
freedom."
Some students are suspicious of the rational intellect, which,
they say, easily becomes the juiceless mind, a mind without
esthetic awareness and emotional drive. But, one might ask, does
anyone really believe that it is necessary for intellectual processes
to crowd out esthetic or hu'mane sensibilities, or, on the other
hand, for emotion to displace reason? Would it not be more appropriate to say that if education is to enable young people to cope
with the problems which beset society, it should be neither devoid
of passion nor sparing of intellect? Is not the problem we face that
of submitting emotion to reason and of coupling intellectual solutions with feeling and commitment? Is this not the Vital Balance?
Surely all institutions today are committed to protect the rights
of students and faculty members as individuals, or the right of
voluntary associations of students or faculty members freely to
(Continued on page 4)
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40 Presidential Scholars honored last Thursday
Forty students were honored at the
Presidential Scholars Convocation last
Thursday evening in the Fetzer Center. The
event was presented by the Faculty Senate
and the Office of the President. Fred V
Hartenstein, president of the Faculty
Senate, presided.
The convocation is an annual event to
honor Western's outstanding seniors as
nominated by faculty of the academic
departments. The students were selected on
the basis of general academic excellence, on
academic and/or artistic excellence in a
department's program, and for their intellectual and/or artistic promise.
President Bernhard spoke to the scholars
and guests on "The Vital Balance." The
full text of his remarks is printed on the
preceding page.
During the program the University's
1983-84 Distinguished Faculty Scholars
were recognized: Ernst A. Breisach,
history; Thomas Houser, chemistry; and
Ramon Zupko, music.
The Honors Convocation Committee,
chaired by R. P. Stoddard, administrative
assistant to the Faculty Senate, includes
Thomas E. Coyne, vice president for student services; Martin R. (Joe) Gagie,
associate vice president for University relations and executive assistant to the president; Robert H. Luscombe, dean of the
College of Fine Arts; and Patricia S.
Williams, administrative assistant to the
vice president for student services.
Here follows a sketch of each of the 40
Presidential Scholars who were honored
last Thursday.
Frederick P. Mainka, accountancy
After graduation
this spring, Frederick
will take the Certified
Public
Accountant
examination and will join
the public accounting
firm of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell &
Co. in Detroit in
June. He is a member
of Beta Alpha Psi,
the national accounting fraternity and is
presently chairperson of the tutoring committee for beginning accounting students.
He most recently was nominated to join
Beta Gamma Sigma national business
fraternity. He has received a College of
Business scholastic achievement award.

Mark Maher, anthropology
Mark majors in
anthropology
and
minors in art history. While he is
still undecided. about
his career
goals,
he maintains
an
interest in photography. Witl1tn anthropology
Mark
concentrates
on
archeology: he will
be participating in a dig this summer
through the field school.

Celine M. Abood, art
Celine's academic
interests lie in the
areas of graphic design and broadcast
communications, including video and
film. She intends to
continue her education in computer
graphics, specializing
her skills in the
technological
advancements of the media. Celine is a
member of Alpha Epsilon Rho, a Broad-

cast Society, in which she serves on the
television production committee, as well as
helping with fund raising. She has received
the John E. Fetzer Broadcasting Scholarship this year.

Alyson Ann Williams, biology
Alyson wants to
teach biology
or
chemistry
on the
high school or middle
school level. Her
areas of interest are
botany and genetics.
Alyson is a member
of Kappa Delta Pi
(an
educational
honor society) and
Beta Beta Beta (a
biological honor society). Additionally, she
is a member of K-MATE (the Kalamazoo
branch of the Michigan Association of
Teacher Educators). Alyson enjoys music,
sports, reading, cooking and moviegoing.
She received the biology department senior
'of the year award this year.

Paul Alan Bertoldi, business information
systems
After a year or
two of work experience in business
applications
programming,
Paul
intends to begin work
on an MBA. Eventually he wants to
move into a systems
design and analyst
position and on into
management.
Paul
has been a teaching assistant in BIS for the
last two years, is a member of the Data
Processing Management Association and
the Finance Club, and serves as the
DPMA's vice president. He has received a
WMU academic scholarship, the Data
Processing
Management
Association's
Academic Scholarship, and the Association
for System Management's
Academic
Scholarship.
Michael Houghton, chemistry
Michael wants to
eventually
become
the head chemist of
a large research laboratory. He plans,
in the interim to
work in an industrial
research laboratory
and complete a master's in either physicalor
analytical
chemistry.
Michael
has received the undergraduate award in
analytical chemistry from the American
Chemical Society. He enjoys skiing, sailing, fishing, and playing the piano.
Christine C. Bisbee, communication arts
and sciences
Christine plans to
enter the field of
television
production. She <llso intends to complete
a master's
degree
program at a later
date.
Her extracurricular
activities
have included producing several promotional
materials
for an extrepreneurial company and
membership on the Department of Communication Arts and Sciences curriculum
committee. She has served a a crew
member and assisted with post-production

editing on many student productions. She
is a member of Phi Theta Kappa and this
year received a Fetzer Broadcasting
Scholarship.
Debra Holland, computer science and
mathematics
Debra, who was
honored by two departments, plans to
complete a master's
program after working in industry a few
years. She hopes to
obtain a Ph.D. She
is interested in computer graphics and
works in the Department of Geography's
computerized cartography area as a programmer/analyst, designing graphics software for their CAD/CAM system. She has
participated on the FORTRAN programming team, the Mathematics PUTNAM team
and in the computer science fair. Debra has
been the recipient of a College of Arts and
Sciences merit scholarship, a Grover Bartoo Mathematics Scholarship, and was one
of two Western students honored this
month for outstanding achievement by the
Michigan Association
of Governing
Boards.
Brad Fletcher, consumer resources and
technology
Brad specializes in
marketing and animal husbandry and
he plans to pursue
a career as an animal
feed nutritionist. He
has received a WMU
Academic Scholarship, a Federal Home
Administration
Scholarship, and a
Lee O. Baker Memorial Scholarship. Brad's interests include
basketball, softball, hunting, fishing,
skiing and travel.

Adele Luttman, dance
In the fall or' 1984, Adele will enter the
M.F.A. program in dance at Temple
University. She hopes to obtain a position
with a dance company in Philadelphia
while working for the degree. She wants to
become a choreographer and eventually to
teach and choreograph in a university
situation. While at Western Adele has performed, taught, choreographed and toured
with the Repertory Dance Company,
University Ballet Theatre, and University
Dancers. She has received the 1982-83 Execptional Dance Major Award and the
1983-84 Dancers with Musician Award.
She is treasurer of Orchesis (The Honorary
Dance Society) and was Vice President of
the University Ballet Theatre. In 1982-83
Adele was president of the University
Ballet Theatre.

Jesslyn Beryle Tavares, economics
Jesslyn plans to obtain a Ph.D. in
economics studying econometrics and
economic theory with an emphasis on the
statistical and mathematical aspects of
both. She plans on acquiring a working
knowledge of several languages, in addition to the Spanish and Portuguese she has
already learned. This complements her
career goal of working outside the U.S. in
government or private business. While at
Western, JesslYIl has participated in intramurals, worked as a volunteer tutor in
Kalamazoo Schools, and is currently
secretary of the newly formed Economics
Students Association.

Julie F. Adams, education and professional development
Julie plans to continue her education in
the biostatistics program and then hopes
to teach within the
secondary
school
system in mathematics, biology/health
science or computer
science. After some
time teaching, she
would like to get a
job in the medical industry to do re earch
in biostatistics. She has worked in the
schools in the Pegasus tutoring program.
She received a Michigan Competitive
Scholarship and a WMU academic scholarship. She is a member of Alpha Lambda
Delta freshman honor society and Kappa
Delta Pi educational honor society.
Robert Burke, electrical engineering
Robert has been
selected as a Naval
nuclear propulsion
officer
candidate.
After commissioning,
he will receive graduate level training as
a nuclear engineer.
He also plans to attend graduate school
after his initial military commitment to
study control systems., He has taught four
different courses at Western a a student
laboratory instructor. He also plays the
violin and has his own quartet that plays at
weddings. He has been t1}erecipient of a
WMU academic scholarship and wa an
Eagle Scout.

Ron Busan, engineering technology
Ron i currently
working half-time in
the Engineering Divi ion of NWL Control Systems (which
produces flight control system components for many of the
military's
fighter
aircraft). He hopes to
acquire a research or
design position in
aeronautical engineering. Ron has been on
the Dean's List, received both the Duke
Harrah Memorial Scholarship and the College of Engineering and Applied Sciences
Scholarship. He holds a private pilot certification and is a member of Sky Broncos.
Ron has volunteered as a Red Cross Water
Safety Instructor and as a crisis intervention counselor.
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Scott A. Matteson, English
Scott would
like
to get a Ph.D.
in
English
literature
focusing
on either
Shakespearean
times
or modern times. He
would then like to
teach and write books
of poetry, drama and
literary criticism. He
also would like to
play his guitar in a
blues band. He has been the recipient of a
WMU
academic
scholarship
and two
Seibert research grants. He also has had a
job as a tutor while at Western.

Lance Peterson, geology
Lance
plans
to
pursue
a master's
degree
in geology,
s p e cia liz i n g
-i n
hydrology
or some
aspect
of environmental
geology.
His career goal is to
be employed
as a
geologist specializing
in groundwater
quality and availability.
Lance has received a WMU academic
scholarship,
has been on the Dean's List,
and received the Department
of Geology
Senior Honor Award.

Maryann Stalbaum, finance and commerciallaw
Career
plans for
Maryann
include
working
in a commercial
bank as a
management
trainee
and
eventually
to
work
in the loan
and/ or mortgage department and achieve
a high supervisory
position.
She is a
member
of Alpha
Lambda Delta freshman honor society and
the WMU Finance Club. La t year, she was
asked to join Beta Gamma Sigma business
fraternity and this year, she received the
Financial
Management
Association
Honors Society membership.
During her
freshman year, she was a little sister to Phi
Sigma Kappa fraternity.

Lisa S. Wurster, health, physical education
and recreation
Lisa plans on attending
graduate
school with an eye
to obtaining a master's degree in public
health. Her area of
emphasis
is health
education.
She intends to pursue
a
career
in
public
health as a patient/
community
health
advocate/ educator
in either a hospital,
community
agency, industry,
or public'
schools. She has received an academic
scholarship, has been on the Dean's List,
was secretary of Alpha Lambda
Delta
Honor Society, and received a Seibert
Assistantship.
She has been active in
the Bronco Buddy Residence Hall program, co-authored
"Making the Most of
Your Health Care Visit" (a University
Health Center brochure) and is a member
of the Communication
Arts and Sciences
Department Task Force Committee.

Virginia Lynn 0' eill, general University
studies
Virginia
currently
is manager of D(onson Outpatient
Surgery-Cro stown Center. She wa involved
from the beginning in
the
planning
and
implementing process
of the center,
and
now directs its daily
activities
and plans
for its future expanion. Previously,
he had been a registered
nurse in many areas, most recently was
regional coordinator of Bronson Methodist
Hospital. Her career goals are to continue
to grow with the health care industry and
possibly become involved as a marketing or
management
consultant.
She has been a
member of the Michigan Society for Health
Education
and Training and its national
division, and the Southwest Michigan Inservice Education Council, among others.

Amy Yates, geography
Amy,
who
will
graduate from Western's
travel
and
tourism
program,
intends to work in/
the travel field and
use her proficiency
in German, her second
undergraduate
major.
She is currently an intern at
Performing
Arts
Abroad
in Richland.
Amy conducted
a
survey of travel agency managers for which
he received the 1982 Travel/Study
Abroad
Award from the Department of Languages
and Linguistics. She also received the 1983
Preis Der Bundesrepublic
from the Department of Languages and Linguistics for the
outstanding
senior in German,
and the
1982 Gildea
cholarship A ward from the
ational Council for Geographic
Education. She has been active in the community in the Retired Senior Volunteer program
of the Department
of Social Services in
Kalamazoo
and as a Red Cross blood
drive volunteer.

Charles R. Pfister, history
Charles is interested in pursuing
a
career
in federal,
state or private intelligence or security
work. He is a fouryear member of the
Army ROTC "Western Rangers"
military adventure club,
and was an officef
of this organization
for two years. He also serves as an assistant
scoutmaster for a Boy Scout troop. He is
an amateur radio operator, ands is a trained radio operator
active in Kalamazoo
County Civil Defense operations.
He has
won a WMU academic scholarship, and is
a member of Phi Alpha Theta history
honor soceity.

Kim Whitworth, industrial engineering
Kim recently
accepted a position as
an industrial
engineer in the manufacturing controls division of the Kellogg
Co., in Battle Creek.
In addition
to the
industrial engineering
degree, Kim is minoring in management
and
has
everal
hours in computer science. He is a member
of the American
Institute of Industrial
Engineers and has been nominated
for
membership
in Alpha Pi Mu, a national
honor society for industrial engineers.

Kevin Gavin, languages and linguistics
Kevin's career goal
is eventually
to become an intrepreter
and to enlist in the
Foreign Service as a
specialist on the Soviet Union. However,
in the
immediate
future, he plans to
pursue the study of
classical antiquity.

Richard
G.
Bean,
management
Richard's
career
goals include working in high
level
corporate
management and he intends
to take an advanced
degree in business.
He has been on the
French Hall House
Council, the Faculty
Staff Bowling League
and in Phi Eta Sigma. He has also volunteered in the Big
Brothers/Big
Sisters program and at the
Sara Swickard Preschool. He has been on
the Dean's List every semester, and has
received a WMU academic scholarship, a
State of Michigan Competitive
Scholarship, an American National Bank Award,
the D.C. Shilling Award in Public Administration,
the Clifford and Ella Chapman Distinguished Senior Scholarship and
the Department
of Management Achievement Award. He also was one of two
Western students honored this month for
outstanding achievement by the Michigan
Association of Governing Boards.

Kevin Halstead, marketing
Kevin recently accepted a position as
a sales representative
for
Proctor
and
Gambles'
Surgical
Products Division in
the
Washington,
D.C.
area.
After
several
years,
he
plans
to continue
his
education
by
pursuing a graduate
degree in marketing. During this past year,
he has served as president of the WMU
Marketing Club. He has been the recipient
of a WMU academic scholarship
and a
Dow Chemical Co. Scholarship. He is an
honorary member of Beta Gamma Sigma
business fraternity. He has been assistant
manager of M.e. Sporting Goods Co.,
Inc.,
of Kalamazoo
while
attending
Western.

Richard F. Huyser, mechanical engineering
Richard's
career
goals
include
pursuing
a master's
degree
within
five
years, qualifying
as
a professional
engineer
and
teaching
engineering
after
working
a number
of years in industry.
He has been a youth
leader at Westwood
Christian
Reformed
Church, and is interested in a variety of
sports. He was listed in two national
publications last year, "Dean's List" and
"Outstanding
Young Men of America."
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Mary Teresa Patt, medical technology
Mary Teresa has
been vice president
and
president
of
WMU's
Medical
Technology
Society.
This year, she is interning at St. Mary's
Hospital
in Grand
Rapids. As a member of the hospital's
Quiz
Bowl
team,she
competes
. this month at the state convention of the
Michigan Society for Medical Technology
(MSMT). She also is the district representative for the MSMT for this area. Her
immediate goals are to work in a medical
laboratory
for a couple of years to gain
experience until she decides in which area
she would like to specialize. Currently, her
greatest interests are in microbiology and
hematology. Her long-range plans include
supervisory
and management
responsibility.

Janlee Rothman, Music
Janlee is interested in being a ,ianist/accompanist for soloists and chamber music
groups, possibly in a university setting. She
intends to pursue a master's
in music.
Janlee has been on the Dean's List for
seven semesters and has received academic,
departmental,
and
Theodore
Presser
scholarships. She won the senior concerto
competition this year, the Beethoven piano
competition in 1982, and is a member of Pi
Kappa Lambda, the national music honor
society.

Laura J. Hogan, occupational therapy
Laura
plans
to
work full-time
and
attend
graduate
school part-time
to
earn a master's
degree
in
either
psychology
or business administration.
She is interested
in
research,
particularly in the area of
eating
disorders.
She has participated
in intramural
sports
and served on the Student Judiciary Committee for two years. She also has been a
teacher's
assistant
and
an advanced
teacher's assistant. Her volunteer activities
have included being an English tutor, a
participant
in summer Special Olympics
and a counselor at a Jerry Lewis Muscular
Dystrophy camp, among others. She was
on the Dean's List for four years, is a
member of the National Honor Society and
received
a WMU
Board
of Trustees
scholarship.

Lee M. Dresden,
paper
science and
engineering
Lee intends to enter printing production
management.
While
at Western,
his areas of specialization
have
been
flexography, gravure,
management
and
data processing.
He
has
received
the
Graphic Arts Technical
Foundation
Scholarship,
the Flexographic
Technical
Association Scholarship, a WMU Scholarship, the Bowers Envelope Intern Scholarship, and a Wall Street Journal Production
Intern Scholarship. Lee has been president
of the Graphic Arts Society at Western and
is a member of Epsilon Pi Tau honorary
fraternity.

•
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Shoichiro Takahashi, philosophy
Shoichiro's
main
academic
interests
are
mathematical
logic, epistemology,
and philosophy of
science. He majored
in both mathematics
and philosophy and
intends to obtain
a master's in mathematics. After completion of the master's he will pursue a Ph.D. in philosophy.

-

•
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Paresh J. Maide, physics
Paresh plans to
work in theoretical
research,
probably
in a university setting. He intends to
obtain a doctorate;
his areas of specialization are particle
theory and nuclear
theory. He enjoys
mountain climbing,
backpacking
and
photographing landscape and wildlife. He
also plays soccer, racquetball and squash.
Paresh was a volunteer instructor for the
"Outward Bound Mountaineering School"
while still in Kenya and once participated in
a cycling marathon of 300 miles to benefit
the handicapped. He has been on the
Dean's List in engineering for the past five
semesters and received the Gold Award of
the "President's
Award Scheme" in
Kenya.

Pamela Kellogg, political science
Pamela intends to
go to law school
some day, but for
the immediate future
she will complete
her major in political science and her
minor
in general
business. She has
been a member of
Alpha
Lambda
Delta, the freshman
honor society, was a Western Student
Association delegate, and has been a
member of the Pre-Law Society. Pamela
has volunteered as a reader for the visually
impaired and worked with developmentally
disabled children. She is the recipient of
WMU academic scholarships and was invited to join Mortar Board.
Kimberly A. Stackowicz, psychology
Kimberly has been
the recipient of a
four-year academic
scholarship from the
University, has been
on the Dean's List
for six semesters, and
is also the recipient
of a Michigan Competitive
Scholarship and the Distinguished
Senior
Award. She has worked as a volunteer for
the Kalamazoo Learning Village and the
Croyden Avenue School. Kimberly plans to
use her training in psychology, sociology
and occupational therapy working as a
registered occupational therapist, specializing in organic brain syndromes and mental
illness, using a holistic approach to treat
both physical and behavioral symptoms of
these disorders.

Lisa J. Irwin, religion
Lisa intends to
continue with theological studies at the
graduate level, after
which she will seek
a teaching position
at the university
level. She is interested in doing research on women's
roles in religious
systems and women's
religiosity as it exists outside of a culture's
dominant religious system. Lisa has been
active in the nuclear freeze campaign, the
peace movement, and has worked as a
volunteer crisis counselor at Gryphon
Place. She enjoys reading, writing, and
backpacking and the occasional crossword
puzzle.
Mary Louise Himshoot, social work
Mary Louise plans
to work initially in a
human services agency, concentrating on
social work treatment.
Eventually,
however, she wants
to focus on policy,
planning and administration.
Mary
,
Louise will pursue a
master's in social
work after gaining experience in the field.
She also maintains an interest in business
banking, an area in which she has worked
for five years. She has performed volunteer
service at such agencies as the Blind
Rehabilitation Center, Croyden Center,
The Ark for Runaways, Bronson Hospital,
and Gryphon Place. She maintains her interest in camping, jogging, aerobics,
reading and softball.

Ellen Marie House, sociology
Ellen is majoring
in both the criminal
justice program of
the Department of
Sociology and political science. She
plans to attend the
law school at the
University of Michigan and speicalize
in
international
law. She is a member of the Honors College, the criminal
justice and sociology honor societies and
the Criminal Justice Student Association's
executive board. In addition, she has worked as an undergraduate assistant in the
criminal justice department.

Janice Lyn Pelon, special education
Janice's area of
specialization
is
working with emotionally
impaired
children.
After a
few years of experience in the field,
she intends to return
to take a master's
and then begin work
on the doctorate.
She is particularly
interested in the use of computers to help
enrich the learning environment in the
classroom. Janice is a member of the
Council for Exceptional Children and is a
Girl Scout leader for a troop of severely
mentally impaired women. Last year she
received a Department of Education
scholarship.

Mary
E. Peterson-Combs,
speech
pathology and audiology
Mary
plans
to
begin
graduate
school in December
either at Western or
Northwestern
University, and eventually would like to
be a speech-language
pathologist
with
children in the West
Michigan area. She
has been a member
of the National Student Speech, Language,
Hearing Association and was chairperson
of its education committee and has participated in the Volunteer Readers for the
Blind program at Western as a member of
Mortar Board, the senior national honor
society. She has been the recipient of a
Seibert Fund Award for two semesters and
has been on the Dean's List for three
semesters.

Bradford Wayne Smith, theatre
Brad has just been
accepted into Yale's
graduate school in
Theatre administration for Fall. Upon
finishing
graduate
school, he wants to
be managing director
of a regional theatre
in the U.S. and would
eventually like to run
his own theatre.
He has been an assistant busines
manager/graphic artist and sales director
for the University Theatre, and was the
first undergraduate to be hired by the
Guthrie Theater in Minneapolis as an administrative assistant. He has received
Department of Theatre scholarship all
four years at Welltern, and aloha
won
College of Fine Arts Scholarships two
years. He is a member of Theta Alpha Phi,
the national
honors
fraternity
for
outstanding theatre students of which he
also is president.

'The Vital Balance'
(Continued/rom Page 1)

engage in legal social action. But if universities qua universities
become partisan and contentious, they may lose their intellectual
freedom and their very great degree of self-government, together
with the ability to protect the rights and freedoms of their individual members. Buell G. Gallagher, former president of CUNY,
once said:-"Wherever
men of conscience and good will are confronted by the organized efforts of contentious and angry
partisanship-the search for truth is in grave danger. And within
the groves of Academe this means that no man is safe or secure. It
means the end of academic freedom and the beginning of the reign
of unreason." In more recent times, Derek Bok, president of
Harvard University, has echoed the same warning by saying that
"universities which go beyond their normal educational functions
in an effort to influence events are likely to jeopardize their
autonomy in academic affairs."
If universities as institutions identify themselves with particular
causes, no matter how just they may be, may they not find
themselves also politicized in wholly unexpected and intellectually
disastrous ways? If their political role is allowed to escalate, how
can their members dissuade the body politic within the greater
society from scrutinizing their supposedly intellectual conduct and
from throwing into the balance the political counterweight of
other groups or interests who claim to be threatened by the
academicians? Today, some reactionary or radical political groups
are hungry to seize power in the university. If they do, they will
take active steps toward changing the whole political complexion
of the academic establishment. If they did not, it would be one of
the most remarkable cases of political abstinence in history! Obviously, universities may be especially vulnerable to external
political forces.
Aroused citizens or an angry legislature may inflict serious
damage on a public institution by determined efforts to curb intellectual inquiry, free expression, and open advocacy. But if the
university should, at times, and for some of its members, offer a
haven, it should be a cloister with windows on the world. And
most of the time its faculty and students will be trying to devise
ways of making a better society.
In this regard John Gardner has found the university seriously
deficient. His criticism amounts to an indictment:

" ... Generally speaking, when one moves from the arena of
scientific and technical problems to those problems involving
change in human institutions, one cannot say that the universities
are a significant intellectual base for the main attack. In fact, a
good many university people whose field should give them a
legitimate interest in these matters barely understand what the relevant problems are. Many are debating policy alternatives left
behind five years ago. Few are planning the kind of re earch that
would sharpen policy alternatives."
If Gardner is right (but I don't think he is), the university is in
constant danger of being both irrelevant and obsolete. But how
deeply can it be engaged without compromising its primary intellectual purpose, without losing its intellectual freedom, without
becoming the pawn of any special intere t group except the interest
of a free society? The problems of commitment and involvement
which arise when the university becomes directly embroiled in the
inevitably sensitive and controversial processes of social change
may not only shake its conscience, but challenge its integrity.
Is there a touchstone by which the university's essential
character, its unsurrenderable value, and the conditions and limits
of its implication in social reform can be tested? I think there is. I
suggest that it is the maintenance of intellectualfreedom. If the individual freedom of students and faculty is lost, the university is
destroyed. If the intellectually free university disappears, then the
free society upon which it is based will likewise perish. W. B. Yeats
gives us a vivid glimpse of this dreadful possibility:
"Turning and turning in the widening gyre
The falcon cannot hear the falconer;
Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction; while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity ...
And what rough beast, its hour come round at last,
Slouches toward Bethlehem to be born?"
I urge you student scholars, whom we honor tonight, to be in
the vanguard of those defending the Vital Balance-that condition
which inspires you to be neither devoid of pasion NOR sparing of
intellect.

